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Let {X(f) : f  E R+N} denote the N-parameter Wiener process on R+N = 
[0, a)N. For multiple sequences of certain independent random variables the 
authors find lower bounds for the distributions of maximum of partial sums of 
these random variables, and as a consequence a useful upper bound for the yet 
unknown function P{supiGDN X(f) > c}, c > 0, is obtained where DN = 
nrS1 [0, TJ. The latter bound is used to give three different varieties of 
N-parameter generalization of the classical law of iterated logarithm for the 
standard Brownian motion process. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For each positive integer N let {X(i): t E R+N} denote the N-parameter 
Wiener process on R+N = [0, a~)~, i.e., the process satisfies: 
it is a separable real stochastic process and for any t1 ,..., t, E R+N 
{X(Q, i = 1, 2,..., ?t> 
are jointly normally distributed random variables; (1.1) 
X(i) = 0 a.s. for every TV R+N - (0, CO)~; (1.2) 
the expected value E[X(t)] = 0 at every i in R+N; (1.3) 
E[x(s)X(t)l = I-&i<N min(s, , tr) for every pair of points 
s = ($1 ,..., SN) and f  = (t1 ,..., tN) in R,N. (1.4) 
The one-parameter Wiener process (often called Brownian motion process) 
is well known (see [l, 2, 4]), and the multiparameter Wiener processes on 
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bounded rectangular sets have been constructed by Yeh [5], and Park [3] in 
various ways. Zimmerman [6] constructs the above process on R+2 by the use 
of series expansion in Haar functions, and then show the sample paths are 
continuous with probability one. 
The classical law of interated logarithm of Brownian motion states that if 
{X(t): 0 < t < co> is a Brownian motion process, then 
p I 
- 
k 
X(t) 
[2t log(log t)]“2 =l =I. 1 
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize this for multiparameter Wiener 
processes. As it turns out the generalization is not unique in the sense that the 
generalization may take quite different forms. Not only that, in multiparameter 
case, some additional related observations can be made which one parameter 
case lacks in. 
2. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM I. Let all the subscripts be positive integers, and let {ZiI, ..S,iN}, 
(1 < il, < Mk , 1 < k < N), be mutually independent random variables. For 
1 <p, < Mk (k = l,..., N) set 
Then, ;f all the SD1 . . . . . 9N - &, ,..., QN , (1 < qk < Pk , 1 d k < NJ, are vmm- 
t&ally distributed, 
for every c > 0, where the maximum is taken over all the subscripts with 
1 <p,<M,, 1 <k<N. 
THEOREM 2. I f  {X(t): ~ER,~} is an N-parameter Wiener process and ;f 
DN = &<L<N[O, Tk], then 
p{;;y x(t) 2 c) < 2NP{X(T, ,..., TN) 3 c}, (2.2) \ 
for every c >, 0. 
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THEOREM 3. Let {X(i): t E R+N} be un N-parameter Wiener process. Then 
P 
I Eii [2t, 
X(fl ,*a., tN) 
tl,...,tN”m ..* tNln @r-i tr) 1.. (In t,)J]lli = 1 t = ‘. 
7 Here, of course, l~mtI,...,tN~mf(~l ,..., t,~) means 
THEOREM 4. (Zimmerman’s Theorem.) Let {X(f): TV R+N} be a Wiener 
process. Then 
P 
I 
ihi? X(t1 ,..‘, b-1 
tl,....tN’m P W *.a tN ln(ln tl a.. tN)]l12 = 
11 = 1. 
, 
THEOREM 5. Let {X(t): TV R+N) b e a Wiener process, and let A be a nonempty 
compact set in (0, CO)~-~. Then 
P 
I 
SUP 
Q*. . ,t,-c &,+I>. ..,t,)d L24 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Theorem 1 for N = 1 case is well known (see [l, p. 3921). If one assumes the 
validity of the theorem for N = K, then N = K + 1 case follows immediately. 
Theorem 2 is a natural consequence of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 3 
for general N is quite similar to that of N = 1 case (see [2, p, 294; 4, p. 2651). 
Zimmerman [6] gives Theorem 4 for N = 2 in the form 
This form does not indicate how the 4 is related to N = 2. However, a careful 
check shows that the coefficient must be 2N for general N. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Observe first that for each fixed (tmtl ,..., tN) E A 
x(tl ,*‘*> tN>/(tm+l ... tN)lj2 is an m-parameter Wiener process. Hence, by 
Theorem 3 
P 
I 
E 44 I***, h>/(cn+1 *** t,p2 
tl,...,tm-m PI 0.. t, In l(ln tl) *.a (In tm)1]1/2 A ’ t = ” 
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Thus, 
P 
1 
iiiii sup 
X(f) --21 =l, 
tl,...,t,- (t,+,....,t&4 h(f) t 
where t = (tI ,..., tN) and h(i) = [2t, ... tN In \(ln tl) ... (In t,)1]1/2. It remains 
to show that 
for any given 0 < E < 1. Let to = (tk,, ,..., tNo) be a fixed point in A. Since 
A is a compact set, (3.1) will follow if we show that there exists 6 = B(E, to) > 0 
such that 
P GE sup 
X(f) --1+-t =o. 
tl.....tm+m O<t~“-6<t~<t~o+6,m<k~N h(f) I 
(3.2) 
For an a > 1 and positive integers j, ,..., j,, , and S > 0 let 
&,,...,&p) = i &-1 sup sup <tk<&,l<k<m t,0-6<t,<tk0+6.m<k<N 
X(9 
> (1 + E) h(&-l,..., &-‘, t;,, - 6 ,..., tN” - 6)). 
Then by Theorem 2 
P{Bj,,...,j,(S)> < 2NP{X(ai’,***, U’“, th+, + 8,ee.p tN” + 6) 
> (1 + E) h(&-l,..., a’“-‘, t;,, - 6 ,..., t No - 8)). 
Thus, if we take a > 1 sufficiently close to 1 and S > 0 sufficiently close to 
zero so that 
(1 + 42(tt+l 
@Yt;+, 
- s, ‘-’ ctNo - s> ~ b > 1 
+ 6) -** (tNo + 6) 
7 
and then use 
wqt, >**., tN) > x} = (2%-)-1’2 Irn 
z(t1...t&1/2 
exp( - 9/2) du 
d (t1 
**- t,)1’2 exp _ 
z(241’2 I 
we obtain 
P(B ,,,...&W G (const->K.& - 1) -** (iwt - l)(l% 4”1-“a 
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Therefore, for such a and 6 
and, hence, PV$, . . . .jm (6)) = 0 for all sufficiently large jl ,..., j, which implies 
(3.2), completing the proof. 
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